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news article on 3D printing medical devices say that's a
shortcoming of 3D printing technology -- as far as we know,

researchers have never made a 3D-printed device that
cures cancer. You can read the article below or click on the

link here. We'll keep you posted on this technology as it
develops. It's more interesting than just curing cancer. We

can build patient specific implants to replace damaged
joints or fix broken arms. This could be especially useful
with those catastrophically injured in car accidents and

other accidents. This isn't the first time we've seen reports
of 3D printing for medical purposes. In 2011, 3D Systems

announced a partnership with Harvard University to print a
new type of lens replacement for the eye. These devices
could be printed for people suffering from cataracts or
other eye conditions. In 2010, researchers in Thailand,

where the regulatory environment is more welcoming, 3D
printed a fully functional kidney. This printed a device that

not only removes stones, but also adds artificial blood-
cleansing filters that help the kidney perform its vital

function. Comments (0) You must be logged in to post a
comment. Hi everyone, welcome to Faking News. ( I’m

Steve and I write this news column. My goal is to bring you
the latest urban legends, current events, and other bizarre
happenings. Funny, strange, strange, weird, strange, and
things you can’t easily Google. I’m also a science writer,
with a focus on astronomy, physics, and mathematics. I

also have a toy review column called Toy Blade.Q: Merge
resulting data to one dataframe - Pandas I have a df

containing dataframe1 and dataframe2. When I merge
them by index, it's something like this:

resultingdf=merge(dataframe1,dataframe2,how="left")
This results in a merged df with just a shift of column

names (as you can see here - However, this is not I want,
as I want the resulting dataframe to contain only the

columns which are in both dataframes. From this question
it's recommended to add a
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